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After climbing up the heights of the NonnbergConvent to the top of the cliffs, the Von Trapps discover that their car has been disabled and the nuns have locked them inside the abbey through the abbey church
doors. You can see our camera on a wall outside the convent doors, taking the shot of the movie that would later become known as the Tom Roulstone scene. Its ironic that the location of the Abbey and Chapel

where the Von Trapps held the famous NonnbergConvent Concert, had ended up in the real-life filmas thethe graveyard for Nonnberg Convent and eventually the resting place for them all. Poor Maria Sutschera, who
lived such an extraordinary life but died of a stroke at age 47 in the year after the Sound of Music movie was released, ended up being buried in the same cemetery as her beloved husband Georg Von Trapp. The
Sound of Music film opens with the Von Trapp family crowded around the piano being taught their first Mozart sonata,played by a real piano instead of their hand rolled instrument. This particular film was actually

shot in Los Angeles in front of a live studio audience on what would have been the first anniversary of their daughter Maria’s death, which was only a year previously. In the documentary entitled The Sound of Music
Fact Vault, Julie Andrews and other key members of the cast reveal howthe whole cast and crew were shocked to learn the famous wedding scene was actually filmed back in 1964 (we know that can’t be true,

right?). Apparently the cast were The Sound Of Music Movie Free Download Full Movie It is surprising to know that the timeless wedding scene was actually the first thing the crew filmed when they arrived in April of
1964 for their just over 3 months of shooting around Salzburg. The filming of the wedding processional inside of the Collegiate Church was one of only two major indoor scenes (along with the singing contest) of the

movie that was shot on location instead of in a studio. The wedding was all filmed in one day (April 23rd) with the help of 600 local extras, and the crew attended other weddings here the week beforehand for
scouting. In the busy season, the Mondsee Church from the Sound of Music movies hosts up to 8 weddings a day.
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